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Working mjet mmin subjet t3/t2
point selection selection b-tag WP selection

CMS Tagger WP0 140-250 ( GeV/c2) > 50 ( GeV/c2) none none
CMS Combined WP1 140-250 ( GeV/c2) > 50 ( GeV/c2) CSV-loose < 0.7
CMS Combined WP2 140-250 ( GeV/c2) > 50 ( GeV/c2) CSV-loose < 0.6
CMS Combined WP3 140-250 ( GeV/c2) > 50 ( GeV/c2) CSV-medium < 0.55
CMS Combined WP4 140-250 ( GeV/c2) > 65 ( GeV/c2) CSV-medium < 0.4

Table 1: Working points for the CMS Top Tagger and CMS Combined Tagger (CMS + N-
subjettiness + subjet b-tag)

ilarly, the mistag rate denominator is defined as the number of jets matched to a simulated
quark or gluon from the hard scatter wich passes the pT selection. The numerator for both
the efficiency and mistag rate is defined by the number of jets from the denominator which
pass the top tagging selection. The tagging rate denominators are defined with respect to the
matched generator level particle in order to compare algorithms using different jet collections.
The mistag rate is dependent on the jet flavor and the results presented here are applicable only
to event topologies with a quark/gluon mixture similar to the selection defined in Section 5.

Using these definitions, the minimum mistag rate for a given signal efficiency is shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. The algorithm tagging selections are varied as follows. The CMS Top Tagger
curve is determined by fixing the mjet and Nsubjets selections (140 GeV/c2 < mjet < 250 GeV/c2,
Nsubjets � 3), and varying the mmin selection. The N-subjettiness algorithm curve is determined
by varying the t3/t2 selection with no jet mass selection. The subjet b-tagging curve is de-
termined by varying the selection on the maximum subjet CSV discriminant with no jet mass
selection. The HEP Top Tagger curve is determined by fixing the m123 selection (140 GeV/c2 <
m123 < 250 GeV/c2) and varying the width of the W mass selection ( fW). The remainder of
the curves demonstrate the combined application of two or more of these algorithms. In these
cases all of the selections mentioned above are simultaneously varied and the minimum mistag
rate for a given signal efficiency is determined.

The optimal top tagging algorithm depends on the pT of the matched parton and on the chosen
efficiency. In the lowest pT range considered (jets matched to partons with pT > 200 GeV/c2),
only the HEP Top Tagger and HEP Combined Tagger are studied (Fig. 3). Here the best perfor-
mance is provided by the HEP Combined Tagger, which combines the HEP Top Tagger, subjet
b-tagging and N-subjettiness. The CMS Top Tagger and CMS Combined Tagger are not con-
sidered in this pT range because the top decay products are rarely merged within R=0.8 jets.
For jets matched to partons with pT > 400 GeV/c2, the majority of boosted top quarks are fully
merged into a R=1.5 jet, while a smaller fraction are reconstructed within R=0.8 jets. Therefore
the HEP Top Tagger performs very well for high efficiency selections in this pT range, espe-
cially when combined with N-subjettiness and subjet b-tagging (HEP Combined Tagger) . The
combination of the CMS Top Tagger, N-subjettiness, and subjet b-tagging (CMS Combined Tag-
ger) results in the best performance for low efficiency selections in this range (Fig. 4a). For jets
matched to partons with pT > 600 GeV/c2 or pT > 800 GeV/c2, the CMS Combined Tagger has
superior performance (Figures 4b and 4c).

Example selections with close to optimal performance for a given tagging efficiency are de-
fined as working points (WP). These WP are defined in Table 1 for the CMS Top Tagger and
CMS Combined Tagger and Table 2 for the HEP Top Tagger and HEP Combined Tagger. WP
performance is shown by points in Figures 3 and 4. The CMS Top Tagger working point (CMS
WP0) has been used for numerous analyses [9, 11, 42].
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